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Dear Friends,

From Bimal’s Desk
J ULY 2017

Our vision for Indus Towers is to lead the delivery of a new digital
world, by delivering an inclusive digital revolution that reaches
each and every Indian. It gives me immense pride to share that
Indus Towers participated in our successful pilot fiber rollout in
Maharashtra. Furthermore, by building sites for the prestigious
Hyderabad City Hy-Fi Project launched by the Government of
Telangana, Indus continues to lead the way for Digital India.
Another matter of great prestige for us is that Indus Towers
has been recognized by the Great Place to Work Institute and
Economic Times as one of India’s Best Companies to Work for as
well as Gallup Great Place to Work 2017, for the fourth year in a row.
Additionally, Indus’s Towering Personalities campaign has won ‘The
Marketing Campaign of the Year 2017’ awarded by Times Network
National Awards for Marketing Excellence in association with CMO
ASIA. This is the first time ever for a telecom tower company in
India to have achieved this recognition.
As always, we uphold our commitments to CSR by partnering with
NGOs such as The Bharti Foundation to empower girls in rural
India and AWOOF to support deserving, underprivileged students.
Along with the NGO IIMPACT, Indus is also involved in supporting
the education of the girl child aged 6-14.
As we strive to further our efforts in our journey of Putting India
First, we take this opportunity to thank you for your invaluable
support, without which none of this would be possible. I hope
you find this edition of Indus News useful and, as always, I would
welcome your views and feedback.
Warm regards,

Bimal Dayal
Chief Executive Officer
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As ever, Indus continues to look for digital
solutions that lead the way for India’s
telecom revolution, in the most innovative,
inclusive and green manner possible.

Indus’ Foray into New Businesses
Leading the Way for Digital India
The telecoms narrative in India over
the past few years has been dominated
by growth in mobile data with 3G
and 4G services being rolled out and
smartphones growing exponentially. The
Government’s Digital India programme
aims to transform the country into a
knowledge economy using technology
for delivery of various services and
initiatives. The success of this program
is likely to ride on the back of a strong
telecom ecosystem. Today, India is the
second largest telecom market in the
world after China. Increasing urbanization
and a relatively large youth population
have led to an average teledensity of a
staggering 89.9%.
Indus is committed to leading the way
forward by creating solutions that
integrate networks, technologies and
devices – to power new capabilities
and services, in an environmentally
responsible manner. As such, Indus is
also upgrading existing services and
foraying into new businesses to ensure
that the demand that accompanies the
use of digital solutions is supported by
the network.
The rollout of our pilot fiber project
in Pune is a step taken by Indus in this
direction. The inauguration of this
project was done by the Indus CEO,
Bimal Dayal. Fiber-based networks can
optimally handle surges in data flows and
2
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Free Wi-Fi
in the city,
Vadodara, Gujarat

are considered more effective in a 3G/4G
environment. This milestone is a key step
in our journey of sparking the fiber and
data revolution in India by increasing
bandwidth for a billion lives.
Indus’s Delhi Circle has also had
pathbreaking success with NDMC,
wherein we have been given permission
to build the first underground sites in
Delhi’s Lutyen’s zone. This feat has been
achieved in the face of many challenges
such as the requirement of multiple
levels of permissions with different
departments, the alignment with
multiple departments for underground
cabling/pipelines and the permission to
start work on four sites that were on hold
due to the location of the substation. This
is an incredible success for Indus’ Delhi
circle as no GBM/ GBT site has been built
in that area in the last decade.

Gaining this permission to build in
Lutyen’s Delhi will further enhance
connectivity and data consumption.
Another new business foray for Indus
Towers has been its involvement in the
Vadodara Smart City Development
Limited, a special purpose vehicle
(SPV) for implementation of Smart
City projects. The Vadodara Municipal
Corporation will provide free limited WiFi service across 450 spots in Vadodara
through this SPV. To enable this, Indus
Towers will provide the facility in the city.
Besides Wi-Fi, the poles will have CCTV
cameras, digital billboards, environment
sensors, public address systems,
emergency call boxes, traffic signals and
LED lights. This project is the first one on
this scale to be taken up by any city in the
country – and will be a big step forward
in the creation of Smart Cities. n

Regional highlights Andhra Pradesh

Indus Goes

This prestigious
project is a
strategic step
forward in
Indus leading
the way for
Digital India.

Hy-Fi

Taking forward the promise of providing
world-class IT facilities, Telangana
Government has along with the ITE&C
Department and the support of COAI,
launched the Hyderabad City Wi-Fi
Project also known as Hy-Fi.
This project will provide over 1,000 hotspots in the state capital, Hyderabad,
with an assured bandwidth of 5-10 Mbps
offering 30 minutes of free Wi-Fi.

In Phase I Indus AP Circle
will be a part of this ambitious
project by building 19 Sites.

In Phase I, Indus AP Circle will be a part
of this ambitious project by building 19
sites.
Together
with
the
Telangana
Government, Indus is committed to
ensure a robust infrastructure for
deploying this project so as to connect
each Indian with the boundless
possibilities that the digital world
presents.
n

Leadership
Change in Indus
Sameer Sinha, Chief Sales & Marketing
Officer, has decided to move on beyond
Indus Towers. The role of CSMO will be
taken over by Shankar Iyer who is well
known to most of you. We welcome
Shankar back into the Indus family.
Shankar has rejoined Indus from Sixth
Energy Technologies, where he was
President, and he brings with him over
24 years of invaluable experience with a
diverse set of multinational companies.
Sameer has had a wonderful stint
with Indus since 2009 - and has been
instrumental in establishing new
businesses like Indus’ entry into IBS,

smart cities and fiber.
Under his guidance,
Indus’
visibility
in
branding, media and
thought leadership has
scaled new heights. We
wish him all the best for
the future.
n

Vinod Krishnan

After being with the organization since 2010,
Chakrapani Perangur (CIO) retired on 7th of August
2017. His role has been taken over by Vinod Krishnan,
who is a business leader with over 24 years of
Business and Technology Leadership experience
across different cultures and geographies, like India,
Germany and the Netherlands. In the past Vinod has
worked at Hindustan Unilever, General Electric and
Wal-Mart India. n

Shankar Iyer
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Project core:
built to last

Project Objective:

To bring consensus among the stake holders post
identification of key savings opportunities and deliver High
Value Opex Savings for JV partners.

Project CoRe’s objective is to deliver
high value operation expenditure savings
for all the JV Partners. The first step in
this is to bring a consensus amongst the
stakeholders once they have identified
the key savings opportunities.
Project CoRe is expected to bring annual
savings of Rupees 30 crores to the
OPCOs. The focus of the project will be
on rent reduction, sharing benefit and IDOD conversion.
There has been much customer
appreciation for Project CoRe from the
Airtel CTO AP Circle, the Vodafone Team,
AP Circle and the IDEA CEO, AP circle. n

Customer Appreciation
for Project CoRe
Dear Sujit/Binu and Team Indus,
Really appreciate the focussed effort,
creativity and innovative displayed
by Indus Team, in ensuring cost are
minimized. The project’s success and
huge savings reflects the passion and
belief with which both Idea and Indus
Teams, have driven their goals. The
efforts put in to bring in the alignment,
clear planned communication (eg with
landlords, continuous reviews and
visibility given to this initiative, by the
leadership teams is to be commended.
Wish you all the best for the phase II of
Project CoRe, which I am sure will again
bring huge windfall of savings.
Warm Regards,
Rama

Partners meet to deliver oppertunity and high value savings.

•
•
•

Achieved ( Annual Saving Mn)
180
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Annual
Savings of
30 Cr to the
OPCOs

Focus On
Rent Reduction
Sharing Benefit
ID-OD Conversion

Airtel

Idea

Vodafone

Regional highlights UP (WEST)

pocket of excellence:
Project

RESOLUTION OF CHALLENGED SITES
After facing this
problem since long
Indus initiated a drive
- Project Harmony
“Resolution of
challenged sites”. A
CFT (Cross functional
Team, between Estate
-SAQ and zonal
operational team as
formed to run this
drive.
The major objective of this project was
to resolve the operationally challenged
sites having high fuel consumption and
operated by landlords. So SAQ team &
along with O&M & OSD’S adopted for
resolution of frequent failing/Captured
sites.
To start with, Estate Team-SAQ team,
identified sites that had higher outage and
diesel consumption or non-operational /
locked sites. Sites were also identified
where there were SLA penalties, high
customer escalations or vulnerability for
incidents such as major fires and high

energy costs. Information was given to
the customer as to the action planned
for those sites. The infrastructure health
and electrification status of the site was
checked and information related to the
landowner was also gathered.
A reconnaissance was done for the site,
relocation survey were conducted to
send a strong message to the existing
landowner to relocate the sites.
Subsequent to this, after a week or two,
the owner’s reaction was observed.
Based on the feedbacks, CFT team
planned meeting with the landowners
to take appropriate action. If the
landowner surrendered and requested
for restoration, the site was restored and
monitored. At times, if the landowner
resisted and created nuisance or tried
to sabotage or threaten, a COW was
deployed as an interim solution. If the
landowner did not surrender, the site
relocation was planned.

meeting, the CFT team decided that an
affidavit be signed with new terms and
conditions including the term that no
infrastructure abuse will happen, the site
will be automated and locked properly
post infrastructure and the site keys will
be handled over to the technician. Now,
the site is being monitored, with records
being kept of daily outages and energy.
66 sites have been de-captured in this
drive, and they have had an uptime
above 99.97% for the last 3 months.
Additionally, at 17 sites, the diesel
consumption has reduced by 200
litres. Similar cases have been resolved
by the CFT teams in Mohammadpur
Babai in Meerut Zone , Hasanpur, Jeda,
Shantinagar, Gurah, in Agra Zone and
Kandisaur in Dehradun Zone.
n

A meeting with the villagers was planned
by Indus’ Estate Manager, Mr Ravindra
Kumar along with the respective zonal /
cluster manager, SMS team and the OSD.
They spoke to the landlords in front of
villagers about high infrastructure abuse,
high outages, SLA penalties and high
energy cost. After multiple confrontation,
the team got success to convince the
landlords & villagers for the necessity
of mobile towers. Subsequent to these
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Regional highlights world environment day

World
Environment Day
U.P. West and west bengal

The
many
environment-friendly
initiatives included the ‘Move On
Cycle’, the tree plantation that
took place all across the cluster,
filling less fuel, not keeping the
vehicle idle during fuel filling and
minimizing 2-wheeler movement
by the technicians to curtail petrol
consumption and carbon emission. n

394 trees were planted
on 271 sites by the field
teams in the Agra, Meerut,
Bareilly and Dehradun zones,
on the occasion of World
Environment Day.

6
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Initiative of plantation for
a better environment, by the
Indus employees.

Cluster

No. of Trees

Total No. of Sites

Agra Zone

106

82

Meerut Zone

133

79

Bareilly Zone

74

32

Dehradun Zone

81

78

Grand Total

394

271

Regional highlights west bengal and RAJASTHAN

Since June 2017, there has been
continuing unrest in the hills of North
Bengal - wherein Government offices,
tea gardens and factories were closed
on account of indefinite strikes.
Violence was also seen at a few areas,
tourists were asked to vacate the
Darjeeling hills and movement was
totally restricted. Due to Indus’ quick
precautionary action, we were able to
restrict major outages and our teams
took special care to stock sufficient
fuel to ensure smooth running of all
crucial sites.

and vehicular movement. Technicians
walked 20 km to rectify the PIU for the
Relling site. Similarly, another technician,
who handles remote areas of Darjeeling
walked 10 km to restore a site. MTAs
working at critical BSCs for Airtel and
Vodafone at Tiger Hill BSC, and personnel
at Kalimpong– all went beyond the call of
duty to keep their sites up and running.
Members of the IME team took the lead
in arranging logistics and coordination
with the field force. n

The Uphill Task
to Keep India
Connected

A Strategy Meet was conducted between
the Airtel and Indus leadership for FY
2017-18, which was chaired by the CTO,
Airtel Rajasthan – Mr. Sant Goel. Mr Goel
thanked Indus for its excellent support
as a partner in the crucial financial year
2016-17 and for Indus’ successful delivery

The meeting also cascad strategy
going forward, thereby ensuring an
ongoing synergy between both teams
for achievement of milestones and their
strategic vision. n

:Darjeeling

The Indus North Bengal team
supported by cluster managers,
FSEs, technicians, MTAs, fillers,
estate support, partners deserves
special mention for living Indus’
values to keep India connected,
despite the challenges of logistics

Airtel –Indus
Leadership
Strategy
Meet

of over 3200 projects.

RAJASTHAN
Leadership Talk – Airtel with Indus
Rajasthan leadershipites.
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Regional highlights CELEBRATION IN CIRCLES

Indus Helps RJio Cross
3000 Tenancies
tamil nadu

The Tamil Nadu Circle has crossed 3000
tenancies in June 2017. This milestone
was marked with a joint celebration by
the RJio and Indus Tamil Nadu Circle
leadership teams with a cake-cutting at
the RJio circle office in Chennai.
Indus’s efforts in delivering sites quickly
with a high conversion rate were
appreciated by Mr. Pedro Fernando,
State Construction Head, RJio Tamil
Nadu Circle. and Mr. Gopikrishnan
Parthasarathy, State Acquisition Head,
Reliance Jio Tamil Nadu Circle.
n

Tamil Nadu Circle celebrates its success for crossing 3,000 tenancies for RJIO.

IDEA 3G/4G
Rollout Success
Rajasthan

The Indus Rajasthan team marched ahead and made it possible for IDEA
Rajasthan to successfully complete the Phase 1 rollout of 3G/4G deliveries.
n

“ It is indeed admiring that we
have completed the project
TRANSFORMING LIVES within
the desired and targeted
sites in the given time frame”
- Satish Jha, CTO, IDEA
Rajasthan Circle

“Indus team has done a
remarkable job and deliver
thesites within the stipulated
timelines. Thank You Indus
team!!”
– Nitin Saxena , DGM
Projects, IDEA Rajasthan Circle

Celebrating Idea 3G/4G Rollout Success in Rajasthan Circle.

8
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Regional highlights CELEBRATION IN CIRCLES

Fine Innings
by Indus
WEST BENGAL

On the 26th of May, the ZTE Alliance Cricket Match
was held. This indoor cricket match was organised by
ZTE and teams from Airtel, ZTE & Indus participated.
After an exciting game, Indus’ Team West Bengal
emerged as the winner. The match was followed by
dinner.
n

Indus’ team West Bengal circle celebrating
after a success in an Indoor cricket match.

Jio
Rajasthan!
The Rajasthan Circle team has
successfully achieved more than the
AOP in a short span of six months in the
Financial Year 2016-17.
This achievement has been well
appreciated at both the circle and the
corporate level. n

Achievement for successfully reaching more
than the AOP in a short span by the
Rajasthan Circle.
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IN FOCUS partner profile

OSPS TELECOM SERVICES
Founded in 2001, OSPS Telecom
Services Pvt. Ltd. (OSPS) is part of
the OSPS Group. Formerly known as
Outside Plant Solutions, it undertakes
EPC, turnkey and partial turnkey
contracts for execution of telecom
networks (wireless & wire line), power
transmission line & sub-stations
works up to 220 KV.
OSPS started its business as a proprietorship firm in 2001
undertaking the planning, engineering and designing of
telecom wire line network for TATA Teleservices Gujarat. On
successful completion of this project and on assessing the
opportunities available in the telecom sector, OSPS expanded
its business and entered into the execution of both wire line and
wireless projects including the supply of resources, installation
and commissioning of telecom equipment.
In 2005, OSPS converted to a Private Limited entity and was
renamed OSPS Telecom Services Pvt. Ltd. It opened offices
in Telangana, Maharashtra, Karnataka and planned to start
operations in Gujarat. Today, OSPS is a well-known name in
the telecom industry, with a stellar reputation for executing
EPC and TSP projects that strictly adhere to safety and quality
norms and are completed within the stipulated time frame.
OSPS has been associated with Indus Towers since inception
and has completed more than 10,000 orders/sites for Indus
including new, sharing and optional. Firmly committed to
safety, quality and on-time delivery, OSPS stands with Indus’
mission 0:0:0.
Along with Indus, OSPS has constructed new built, critical and
radiation issue sites in AP and M&G circles. OSPS supports
Indus in site survey, P1, energy and O&M projects including pole
jacketing.
Over the years, OSPS has been acknowledged by Indus as a
valuable partner on several occasions. In 2011, Indus’ Karnataka
Circle recognized OSPS as an upcoming TSP vendor. In 2012,
Indus recognized OSPS as a leading vendor. In 2014, Indus’

10
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AP Circle recognized an OSPS Director as an Exceptional
Safety Leader as part of Indus’ HERO safety programme in
its Employee Safety and Health journey. Also in 2014, Indus’
Western Region (Mumbai) recognized the unstinted support
provided by OSPS and presented OSPS with a memento. In
2016-17, Indus’ A.P and M&G circles recognized OSPS for RJio
project delivery with 100% quality and customer satisfaction.
OSPS also received the Gold Award at Indus’ Partner’s Meet
2017 for its robust support as a Turnkey Service Provider.
OSPS’ other clients include telecom operators such as BSNL,
Tata, Vodafone, Airtel, Idea, AIRCEL and Reliance as also
telecom giants and MNCs like Lucent Technologies, Nokia, ITI,
Ericson, ATC and RJio.
In 2009-2010, OSPS diversified into the power industry and set
up power projects up to 220 kV, undertook the construction
of substation and transmission lines for APTRANSCO and
successfully completed the 132 kV substation and transmission
line project for APTRANSCO in Andhra Pradesh.
OSPS is planning to further diversify its operations by entering
the renewable energy space in India mainly focusing on wind
and solar power. They have hired experts from the industry
to integrate three critical areas – technology, commercial and
regulatory framework - so as to make the renewable energy
foray a success.
Presently, OSPS has a strong team with over a hundred members
including telecom experts, managers, engineers, technicians
and supervisors for Program-cum-Project management. OSPS
also outsources 300-400 skilled and unskilled manpower for
execution of projects.
OSPS has the skill set and knowhow to execute any type of
project in the Telecom and Power sectors and is willing to take
on any challenge to meet the requirement of end customers.
OSPS is now planning to further diversify into the Oil and Gas
sector. n

OUTSIDE PLANT

SOLUTION

SERVICE

 

tELECOM

  

outsourcing
skilled
manppower

300-400

gold

award winner

IN FOCUS INDUS’S awards

Indus Wins
for the
4th Time
Indus Towers has been recognized
as one of India’s Best Companies
to Work for in 2017 by Economic
Times & Great Place to Work
Institute and also won Gallup Great
Workplace Award 2017 – both four
times in a row.
n

India’s Best
Companies to work
2017.

Indus’ Towering
Personalities
Campaign Wins
India’s Best Companies to work 2017 Awards.

Indus’s Towering Personalities campaign
has won ‘The Marketing Campaign of the
Year 2017’ awarded by Times Network
National Awards for Marketing Excellence
in association with CMO ASIA. This is the
first ever for a Telecom Tower company
in India to have achieved this recognition.
The social media campaign posts
showcased
what
truly
legendary
people are made of and positioned
Indus as a team composed of Towering
Personalities. The campaign utilized the
power of digital media to help effect
social change. n
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CSR INDUS SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS

Have A Goal
The Means
Will Follow
In keeping with Indus’ CSR commitments,
the Indus AWOOF scholarship program
is committed to affording education
scholarships to deserving students.
Currently, 440 students avail of this.
Indus has partnered with AWOOF to
provide a Merit cum Means scholarship
to students pursuing undergraduate
courses such as medicine and
engineering, so as to give them enhanced
employment opportunities.
Preetham is one of the students who has
benefited from this scholarship award.
Preetham’s father is a two wheeler
mechanic in Tirupathi whose income is
a meager Rs 4,500 every month and his
mother does small tailoring jobs which
bring in another Rs 4,000 per month.
Preetham has always been a bright
student and was a JEE rankholder. His
exceptional performance meant that
he could get admission into any of the
top ranking institutions for engineering.
However, given the family’s budget
constraints, the fees were a hurdle.
Preetham applied for and was awarded
the Indus AWOOF scholarship.
This scholarship has deeply impacted
his life and given him the confidence
and means to pursue his goals. Today,
Preetham has completed his B. Tech and
plans on doing an M. Tech.
There are many students like Preetham,
enriching India. n
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EMPOWERMENT WOMEN

PROVIDING
OPPERTUNITY

Empowering Girls
in Rural India
Indus partnered with Bharti Foundation
to support 254 Satya Bharti schools
to empower girls in rural India. The
programme is currently spread across six
states – Punjab, Haryana, West Bengal,
Tamil Nadu, UP and Rajasthan.
Eight year old Sabana comes from
an underprivileged family living in a
remote village in West Bengal. When
she was very young, she contracted a
rare nerve disease that left her severely

mobility impaired, making even basic
hand-eye coordination a challenge. At
the age of four, she stopped responding
to treatment. Her father, who also suffers
from paralysis of one leg, could ill afford
to carry on her treatment. Her mother
went in search of a better future for
Sabana and came across the Satya Bharti
School, Dalsha. Sabana joined the school
and since then, she has blossomed into a
confident young girl, ready to take on the
world. n

CSR INDUS’ EMPOWERMENT PARTNERSHIP AND LEADERSHIP CHANGE IN INDUS

Education of the Girl Child

Indus has partnered with the NGO
IIMPACT for the education of the girl
child. The programme is aimed to
mobilize and motivate non-schoolgoing girls aged 6-14 or those who have
dropped out of the school system, to get
an education. Most of these girls belong
to economically and socially backward
families and are based in Allahabad,
Hardoi, Lakhimpur, Purulia and Bankurs.
This project covers 110 learning centres
and Indus is able to support with providing
these girls with quality education.
Archana Bind is a girl who was known
as a special child with communication
disabilities. Ever since she has joined
one of the learning centres, she has not
only gained in confidence, but she feels a
sense of belonging and can connect with
the world around her.
n

INDUS COVERAGE
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Making Cities Livable. Workable. Smart.

Building the Broadband Revolution,
with aesthetics…
Indus Towers is privileged to play a pivotal role, not only in enabling
government and citizen services, but also creating infrastructure
which is aesthetically pleasing.

Impacting
India
Innovatively
14
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